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Our research concentrated on the following topics:

---

**The Deductive-Tableau System ([MW1][MW2])**

Theorem provers have exhibited super-human abilities in limited, obscure subject domains but seem least competent in areas in which human intuition is best developed. One reason for this is that an axiomatic formalization requires us to state explicitly facts that a person dealing in a familiar subject would consider too obvious to mention; the proof must take each of these facts into account explicitly. A person who is easily able to construct an argument informally may be too swamped in detail to understand, let alone produce, the corresponding formal proof. A continuing effort in our research is to make formal theorem proving more closely resemble intuitive reasoning. One case in point is our treatment of special relations.

In most proofs of interest for program synthesis, certain mathematical relations, such as equality and orderings, present special difficulties. These relations occur frequently in specifications and in derivation of proofs. If their properties are represented axiomatically, proofs become lengthy, difficult to understand, and even more difficult to produce or discover automatically. Axioms such as transitivity have many consequences, most of which are irrelevant to the proof; including them produces an explosion in the search space.

For the equality relation, the approach that was adopted early on is to represent its properties with rules of inference rather than axioms. In resolution systems, two rules of inference, paramodulation (Wos and Robinson) and E-resolution (Morris), were introduced. Proofs using these rules are shorter and clearer, because one application of a rule can replace the application of several axioms. More importantly, we may drop the equality axioms from the clause set, thus eliminating their numerous consequences from the search space.

We have discovered two rules of inference that play a role for an arbitrary relation analogous to that played by paramodulation and E-resolution for the equality relation. These rules apply to sentences employing a full set of logical connectives; they need not be in the clause form required by traditional resolution theorem provers. We intend both these rules to be incorporated into theorem provers for program synthesis.

Employing the new special-relations rules yields the same benefits for an arbitrary relation as using paramodulation and E-resolution yields for equality: proofs become shorter and more comprehensible and the search space becomes sparser.

---

**The TABLOG language and its implementation ([M][MMW1][MMW2][MMW3])**

Logic programming uses formal proofs as the computation paradigm. That is, a logic program is a theory, expressed in a given logic, that captures some properties of the real world. The execution of such a program is the proof of some theorem in this theory.

TABLOG is a new logic-programming language ([M][MMW1][MMW2]) based on quantifier-free first-order logic with equality, using the proof rules of the deductive-tableau theorem-proving method as the execution mechanism.

The main features of TABLOG are consequences of the use of full first-order logic. In particular, TABLOG incorporates all the standard connectives, not only implication and conjunction, but also equality, negation and equivalence. Programs are nonclausal: they do not need to be in Horn-clause
form or any other normal form. Programs can compute relations (as in PROLOG) or functions (as in LISP), whichever is more appropriate; this improves the clarity and the efficiency of programs. Terms are lazy-evaluated to make the use of functions more convenient. No cut annotation is required as the system can detect such optimizations dynamically.

Three deduction rules are used for the execution of the programs: nonclausal resolution (case analysis), equality replacement (replacement of equal terms), and equivalence replacement (replacement of equivalent subsentences).

We have developed a compiler for TABLOG; this compiler will produce code for a virtual TABLOG machine, similar to the Warren abstract machine. This compiler, written in TABLOG itself, will support a new syntax, which includes types and an elaborate notion of modules and generic modules. The virtual machine was implemented on a Sun workstation.

A Resolution Approach to Temporal Proofs (AM1)

A novel proof system for temporal logic was developed. The system is based on the classical non-clausal resolution method, and involves a special treatment of quantifiers and temporal operators.

Soundness and completeness issues of resolution and other related systems were investigated. While no effective proof method for temporal logic can be complete, we established that a simple extension of the resolution system is as powerful as Peano Arithmetic.

The use of temporal logic as a programming language was explored. We suggested that a specialized-temporal resolution system could effectively interpret programs written in a restricted version of temporal logic.

We also provided analogous resolution systems for other useful modal logics, such as certain modal logics of knowledge and belief.

Temporal Logic Programming (AM2)

Temporal logic is a formalism for reasoning about a changing world. Because the concept of time is directly built into the formalism, temporal logic has been widely used as a specification language for programs where the notion of time is central. For the same reason, it is natural to write such programs directly in temporal logic. We developed a temporal logic programming language, TEMPLOG, which extends classical logic programming languages, such as PROLOG, to include programs with temporal constructs. A PROLOG program is a collection of classical Horn clauses. A TEMPLOG program is a collection of temporal Horn clauses, that is, Horn clauses with certain temporal operators. An efficient interpreter for PROLOG is based on SLD-resolution. We base an interpreter for TEMPLOG on a restricted form of our temporal resolution system, temporal SLD-resolution.

Logic Programming Semantics: Techniques and Applications (B1–B3)

It is generally agreed that providing a precise formal semantics for a programming language is helpful in fully understanding the language. This is especially true in the case of logic-programming-like languages for which the underlying logic provides a well-defined but insufficient semantic basis. Indeed, in addition to the usual model-theoretic semantics of the logic, proof-theoretic deduction plays a crucial role in understanding logic programs. Moreover, for specific implementations of logic programming, e.g. PROLOG, the notion of deduction strategy is also important.
We provided semantics for two types of logic programming languages and develop applications of these semantics. First, we propose a semantics of PROLOG programs that we use as the basis of a proof method for termination properties of PROLOG programs. Second, we turn to the temporal logic programming language TEMPLOG of Abadi and Manna, develop its declarative semantics, and then use this semantics to prove a completeness result for a fragment of temporal logic and to study TEMPLOG's expressiveness.

In our PROLOG semantics, a program is viewed as a function mapping a goal to a finite or infinite sequence of answer substitutions. The meaning of a program is then given by the least solution of a system of functional equations associated with the program. These equations are taken as axioms in a first-order theory in which various program properties, especially termination or non-termination properties, can be proved. The method extends to PROLOG programs with extra-logical features such as cut.

For TEMPLOG, we provide two equivalent formulations of the declarative semantics: in terms of a minimal temporal Herbrand model and in terms of a least fixpoint. Using the least fixpoint semantics, we are able to prove that TEMPLOG is a fragment of temporal logic that admits a complete proof system. This semantics also enables us to study TEMPLOG's expressiveness. For this, we focus on the propositional fragment of TEMPLOG and prove that the expressiveness of propositional TEMPLOG queries essentially corresponds to that of finite automata.
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